5 THINGS TO FOCUS ON
1. Passwords
2. Physical Security
3. Multi-Factor Authentication
4. Do not use public wi-fi or charging cords
5. Phishing & Social Engineering

Spotting A Phishing Attack
- Urgency
- Unexpected attachment
- Generic greeting instead of name
- Requests sensitive information
- Poor grammar or bad spelling
- Strange looking links

Protect Yourself from Phishing Attacks
- Never send passwords, bank accounts numbers, or private info in email
- Be cautious downloading files and opening attachments
- NEVER enter private/personal info in a popup window
- Check links in email by hovering over them
- Look for spelling/grammar errors

Password Basics
- Avoid personal/obvious words
- Make it long
- Use a variety of numbers, upper/lowercase letters, spaces and symbols
- Never give anyone your password
- Never reuse your password
- Random passwords are strongest
- Change passwords regularly

NOTES: